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A Letter from England
By EDWIN M U I R

JONAH

ROBERT NATHAN, author of "Autumn"
and "The Puppet Master," has written "a
deh'cately beautiful book, a book that makes
more sure than ever Robert Nathan's enviable, unobtrusive position among the
prose writers of his day."—Ben Ray Redman in the
Herald-Tribune.
$2.00 at Bookstores
McBBIDB
PubUsher
N E W YORK

THE MODERN
AMERICAN WRITERS
SERIES
Under the general editorship of Ernest
Boyd, there is being prepared a series of
studies of the work of outstanding figures
in American letters. The initial volume is

JAMES BRANCH CABELL
By

Carl

Van

Doren

It is the first critical study of our foremost living writer and contains a map of
Poictesme drawn by Mr. Cabell.
To Follow Shortly

EDITH WHARTON
By Robert Morss

THEODORE
By Burton

Lovett

DREISER
Rascoe

Each $1.00 net
McBRIDE

The

Publisher

NEW YORK

Ninetieth Birthday
Charles W. Eliot

of

Dr. Eliot's birthday celebration on
March 20, 1924, was an occasion
unique in the history of H a r v a r d
and of American education. This
volume contains a full report of the
exercises at the University together with copies of the many congratulatory messages Dr. Eliot received on that day. There are numerous illustrations as well, so that
the volume as a whole is a most
delightful item of Harvardiana.
$2.50 a copy.

Harvard University Press
2 Randall HaU
Cambridge, Massachusetts

The Irving Press
offers its facilities to
PUBLISHERS/)r/f^^

designing and printing of beautiful books

The Irving ^ress
GILBERT T. WASHBURN
Tresident

601 WEST 36TH ST.
Chickering 6922

' I "'HE English novel has been showing
-•- more and more diversity in the last two
or three years.
There are no longer
streams of tendency as there were in the
time—now apparently buried—of
Mr.
Wells, Mr. Bennett, and Mr. Galsworthy.
On the contrary, we see the spectacle, hard
to credit, of innumerable tributaries and no
river. In other words, there are many artists wandering in lor(,ely byways, but no
main road. These artists at intervals appear
surprisingly out of the void and pass unaccountably into a future which may with
equal plausibility be the disguised shape of
oblivion or of fame. We simply cannot
tell. There are novelists like Mr. Lawrence,
so individual that they can have few imitators and no colleagues. There is Mr.
David Garnett, whose field is so narrow that
two in it would be a crowd. There is Mr.
T . F. Powys, as narrow as Mr. Garnett,
more peculiar than Mr. Lawrence, and in
himself forbidding enough to scare away the
most hardened of those who insist on being
influenced. There are Mr. E. M. Forster
and Mr. Stephen Hudson, masters of their
metiers and therefore in no danger of being
imitated. There is Mrs. Virginia Woolf,
a very fine intelligence and a very intelligent sensibility, whom writers lacking her
rare fusion of gifts will imitate at their
peril. These writers do not swim in the
same stream of tendency, and none of them
incarnates "the modern consciousness" as
Mr. Wells did for a little twenty years ago.
There is indeed only one writer of accredited
rank in England in a stream. That is Mr.
Aldous Huxley, who if he does not incarnate the modern consciousness at least incarnates, something modern: an attitude, a
pose, or it may be a necessity of the mind.
He alone of the more considerable figures
writes in the same vein as a great number
of writers in England all inferior to him
ind as a small number of writers in France
(vho are his superiors. But one can hardly
take these writers seriously, whether they are
represented by Mr. Huxley or by Paul
Morand. Mr. Huxley himself—if he can be
separated from almost everything he has
written yet—one can take seriously on account of his admitted gifts, chief of which
is a graceful style. But what he says, describes, implies—his whole attitude to existence—is so senseless if it is genuine and so
pointless if it is not that there is a sort of
charlatanry in admiring it, as several young
writers and old critics seem to do. T h e
modern attitude of smart disillusion and upto-date despair is not unlike the spurious
romanticism of a century ago. Modify Mr.
Huxley a little and he has a remarkable re- •
semblance to Alfred de Musset. He "scorns"
life as the romantics did, only in different
phrases, and he cannot be exempted from the
charge of trying to work all his reactions,
disagreeable as well as agreeable, into a picturesque pose. But what value has that pose?
And what relevance has it to art?
The
relevance which de Musset's romanticism had
to his poetry. It made poetry fashionable
for a time, and unfashionable ever since.
Several of the chief English novelists have
published new worlcs this year. There has
been Mr. Huxley's "Those Barren Leaves."
Mr. T . F. Powys is represented by a novel,
" M r . Tasker's Gods," in which the leaves
are still more barren than Mr. Huxley's
and the fruit more bitter. Mr. J. D. Beresford has repeated himself very conscientiously in "The Monkey Puzzle."
Mr.
Stephen Hudson's "Myrtle" has appeared,
the most beautiful achievement thus far of
his fine and economical art. In addition
there have been two considerable novels by
new writers. Mr. Geoffrey Dennis, whose
"Mary Lee" made a stir in 1922, has followed it with "Harvest in Poland," which
will probably make even a bigger stir,
though its very considerable merits are not
chiefly literary.
Far more interesting as
well as far quieter is Miss Marjory Strachey's first novel. It is entitled " T h e Nightingale" and it is an imaginative reconstruction of the life of Chopin. The theme is
obviously difiicult. One can imagine the
life of Chopin being treated with the devastating
sentimentality
which
English
writers seldom avoid in approaching such
themes, the sentimentality, for example,
which makes unreadable every criticism,
long or short, written on Francis Thompson.
One can imagine it, again, being treated
with that light English satire which is almost always too heavy and almost never
wise. Miss Strachey avoids both sentimentality and satire: she renders the romance
of Chopin's life, surroundings, tlioughts,
while strictly avoiding the romantic. She
shows a rare sympathy, a rarePRODUCED
obiectivitv.

The description of the composer's early life
is firm and beautiful; the scenes at Nahant
between Chopin and George Sand's son, the
interiors of that queer and sordid household,
are full of unflinching truth and economy.
And the final scene is not merely very skillful in what it omits; it is intensely moving.
Miss Strachey is not so good in her love
scenes; she is at her best in describing the
first and the last years of Chopin's life, his
years of almost pure happiness and almost
unalleviated suffering.
Throughout she
sticks closely to the actual story of Chopin's
life; and like M. Maurois's "Ariel" the
book is both novel and biography. There
are great possibilities in this new field for
the novel, and, it is not unpleasant to think,
great dangers. None but writers with a
certain minimum of intelligence will be
able to undertake, the metier.
Of Mr. Dennis's novel, "Harvest in Poland," it is difficult to write. The author has
not acquired any command over his art; he
is full of tricks and devoid of technique;
he writes very well, very badly, and always
too much; and he is consistently melodramatic, a sure sign of a failure in artistic expression. But he has imagination; he sees
life originally, though not so originally as
he tries to make out; and one or two of the
characters in the novel are real creations on
the border-line between life and fantasy.
The horrible and fascinating Sebastyan is
magnificently imagined. If the novel were
on the plane of art it might conceivably be
great art. But it is not on that plane.
There is Mr. Dennis's stiff problem.
The last novel of note—Mr. Hudson's
"Myrtle"—is also the best. It is Mr. Hudson's fifth book, but it is in no sense a repetition. Each of this author's novels has had
a separate form, has been the solution of a
fresh artistic problem. The articulation of
each has been determined by the problem;
the novel has been the concrete answer to
that.
It has been, in other words, an
aesthetic creation; the question has been
answered on the plane of art: the novel has
had an esthetic necessity—and that is a rare
thing for an English novel to have. For

when the esthetic quality is present in a
novel it means not merely that a segment of
life is being faithfully described, but that
the presentation has an interior unity, that
the novel is a world the forces of which
alone create the characters and destinies of
the figures in it, their actions, reactions, interests, everything. Tliis world is autonomous and complete; the characters do not
stray into it from the actual world, as, for
example, Mr. Huxley's characters do; nor
are they concerned with specific problems
carried over from the actual world, as Mr.
Galsworthy's characters are. They live in
this completely evoked world of art; they
are a permanent part of it. It may be said
of Mr. Hudson's characters that they do
this. His novels are aesthetically realized.
Thus it is almost impossible to write of
the state of the novel in England today.
T h e novel has no type at present and it is
not in one state but in several. Seen from
one angle the position seems hopeless. The
conventional realistic novel, psycho-analytical or not, with or without sociology, has
been turned out for such a long time and in
such abundance that there seems no meaning
in turning it out any longer. Mr. Lawrence's
very exciting books are hardly contributions
to the novel; they open no new doors,
though they have broken most of the windows. Mr. Huxley, having begun as an
original variation, has made up his mind to
vary no more^ Mr. Garnett writes of animals in eighteenth century prose, and does
it excellently. T h e picture could be enlarged—but that is the English novel today. It seems to be advancing in all directions; it has no leader; it has attained no
synthesis, and there is probably nobody living who could synthesize it. The most encouraging sign in all this anarchy is that
more and more attention is being given to
the aesthetic side of the novel. By their
themes, their style, their vein of inhumanity,
Mr. David Garnett's stories, for example,
are made to rely, as no stories have relied
in England for a long time, on their aesthetic
appeal. Mr. Hudson's appeal, too, is chiefly
aesthetic. And one could mention three or
four other names, without dragging in
"Ulysses" (certainly the grand feat of our
generation), which has had very little influence on the English novel. At any rate,
the sociological-psychological novel is dead.
Although it is still being written, it has been
found out.

An amazing personal view of two
notable figures—some of the most
interesting revelations of political
history that have yet appeared.

SELECTIONS FROM THE
• CORRESPONDENCE OF

THEODORE ROOSEVELT
AND

HENRY CABOT LODGE
1884 -1918
To Henry Cabot Lodge, his close friend and adviser for nearly thirty-five years, Roosevelt gave
such confidences as he gave to almost no one else.
He wrote to Lodge fully and frankly on national
and international issues from the Cleveland-Blaine
campaign on through the rest of his life.
Few men in American public life have been so
influential in important crises or so beset by controversy as Henry Cabot Lodge. Lodge's letters
to Roosevelt during the latter part of their association form a record of the most important phase
of his life. The whole correspondence is perhaps
more interesting and illuminating than any which
ever passed between two men in American public
life.
In two volumes, boxed.

$10.00 at all bookstores
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Foreign Literature
MECHTILD

LICHNOWSKY

GCETTER, KCENIGE UND T I E R E IN
IN A E G Y P T E N .

By M E C H T I L D

LICH-

NOWSKY. Munich: Kurt Wolff.
DAS SPIEL M I T DEM T O D . T h e same.
G O T T B E T E T . T h e same.
DER S T I M M E R .
GEBURT.

By

T h e same.

MECHTILD

LICHNOWSKY.

Berlin: Erich Reiss.

tithesis between "a thinking person and a
dogmatist, between a clever child and a
stupid adult, between a gifted scholar and a
crazy schoolmaster." And in giving examples of the "fight with the expert" Princess
Lichnowsky displays such humor, such a
keen eye for individual peculiarity as to encourage the hope that her next work may be
a humorous play of character or a novel of
social satire such as few in Germany today
are as well qualified as she is to write.

DER K A M P F M I T D E M FACHMANN.
By

MECHTILD

LICHNOWSKY.

Vienna:

Foreign Notes

Buchhandlung Richard Lanyi.
Reviewed by A. W. G. RANDALL

l y ^ E C H T I L D LICHNOWSKY is known
•'•"•'• outside Germany as the wife of a famous Ambassador, that Prince Lichnowsky who
was accredited to the Court of Saint James
at the outbreak of the War and later made
such sensational revelations and assertions in
his diary. In her own country, however,
she is quite as well known on her own account as on account of her husband, for
some years ago she made herself prominent
in the ranks of the younger poets, and has
considerably added to her reputation by her
subsequent books.
Princess Lichnowsky's first published
work was a volume of sketches of a holiday
in Egypt, well illustrated by photographs
and drawings by herself. This was in 1913,
but already the gift for vivid description
and witty, subtle observation which was to
distinguish her later books is apparent. In
1915 Princess Lichnowsky turned to drama
and produced her "Spiel vom T o d , " described as "nine pictures for marionettes."
It is really a series of allegories of the essential beneficence of Death, with some
beautiful poetical passages, and certain
passages of light relief. T h e following
year Princess Lichnowsky produced a volume
of prose-poems, "Gott Betet," a series of
monologues in which the Creator apostrophises his creature. T h e mysticism and obscure symbolism of both play and poems
caused Princess Lichnowsky to be numbered
with the "Expressionist" school and, so far
as that vague and all-too-comprehensive
label—as generally used—meant that there
was a tendency in her imagination to get
away from mere externals, from the impressions of things, the description sufficed.
But that Princess Lichnowsky had none of
the deliberate eccentricity or forced rhetoric
often associated with German "Expressionists" was soon shown in her story, "Der
Slimmer." There can be few books more
difficult to review in short space than this
simple but profoundly subtle and penetrating little novel, which tells the story, or
rather uncovers the soul, of a humble, despised piano-tuner who, within, is a perfect
artist, passionately devoted to music but
denied the opportunity of making himself
technically proficient. All the pathos of •
frustrated artistic genius is in this novel.
"Geburt" is a much longer work and
treats a wider theme, the gradual awakening
of a boy of twenty to intellectual ideas, to
love, to spiritual reflection. As briefly summarized thus, the story sounds banal, but
Princess Lichnowsky's treatment of the subject is remarkably fresh and original. H o w
acute a penetration she has into the boy's
mind, into the mind of Vewi, the girl he
vainly falls in love with; how apparently
artless, and yet how essential to this revivifying of an old theme, the abrupt asides she
puts into the mouths of her characters or
interpolates herself—something of the technique employed by James Joyce in "Ulysses,"
but with much more restraint, much more
sparingly. Those who like the "straightthrough" novel of character or history and
tolerate with difficulty anything which departs from the general run of description
mingled with dialogue, will turn from
"Geburt" and label it "obscure" or, as certain German critics have done, "Expressionistic," as if that label killed. But anyone
with an interest in the renewal of the art
of fiction will see in Princess Lichnowsky's
latest novel a useful and interesting experiment.
"Der Kampf mit dem Fachmann"—how
are we to render the full flavor of the
phrase? I t is a series of witty reflections on
and imaginary conversations with that type
of "expert" who sets himself up against
" l a y " opinion and dogmatizes with the most
unshakable self-complacency about subjects
on which superior knowledge is often of
far less use than a little common sense. It
is, as Princess Lichnowsky explains, the an-

G

ERMANY publishes each year approximately the same number of books
that are brought out annually in England,
France, and the United States combined
What the sixty million Germans read is,
consequently, a question of some importance. A month ago, Nimm uni Lies]
("Take and Read!") that quite lusty even
if youtliful monthly—it is now in its third
year—sent out a questionnaire with the idea
of securing reliable information on this
point. T h e replies totaled 750, which is
rather remarkable in view of the fact that
a reply obligated the remitter to remit.
These 750 readers voted for 373 different
books. In this we see the Germans running true to form: where two or three of
them are gathered together there are two
or three different opinions.
The work most frequently demanded was
Hermann Lons's posthumous "Gendanken
und Gestalten" ("Thoughts and Figures").
Attached to this is obviously a measure of
retrospective sentimentality.
Lons is a
combination of Joyce Kilmer and Rupert
Brooks without being either of them. He
was killed at the front at the very beginning of the war and though he left but
three slender volumes of rather vague outdoorism, there has come into being a regular Lons cult.
Second to him ranked,
oddly enough, Gustav Freytag's "Bilder
aus der Deutschen Vergangenheit" ("Pictures from the German P a s t " ) . This is
odd, for Freytag and Lons are poles removed from each other at every point and
from every point of view. Freytag is about
as sensible a person as ever wrote in the
German language. Romanticism he knew
not; for realism he did not seem to care;
nor was he a rationalist. He was a plain
man of the people who advised the Germans, at every opportunity that he could
call into being, to work. It is hardly this
phase of his output however, that is attracting the Germans of today; it would seem,
rather, at this distance that they scent something alluring in the very title of his old
book ( 1 8 6 2 ) : pictures from Germany's
past.
Other works that received "quite a number of votes" are: Alfred Lichtmark's
"Reisebriefe," Emil Ludwig's "Genie und
Character," Maximilian Harden's "Kopfe,"
Ernst Fuhrmann's "Geschichte der Germanen," and—of course—Rudolf Herzog's
last bit of fictionized popularity, "Wieland
der Schmied," a novel that tells—of course
— a corking good love story, revives the old
Germanic legend of Wieland the Smith and
ties this in with French occupation of the
Ruhr. As to all the other books that were
voted for, there are but two whose authors
have ever been heard of on this side of
the Atlantic: Sven Hedin's "From Pekin
to Moscow" and Wilhelm Raabe's "Abu
Telfan."
Had there been anything regional in the
way this campaign was conducted, an explanation of its results might be easy. As
it is, we can only repeat that favorite remark of the undergraduate engaged in the
attempt to learn to speak German like a
native (of the United States) : Das verstehe
ich nicht.
In "Le Desert de L'Amour" (Paris:
Grasset), Francois Mauriac is said to have
produced a novel that in delicacy of understanding, digfnity, and interest marks a
new advance in his work. T h e book is
the chronicle of the love of three men for
a woman of commonplace personality and
interests, and its interest is partially derived
from the fact that of her suitors two are
father and son. There is, however, nothing
melodramatic about the story.
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ARISTOPHANES
'benjamin Bickley Rogers' Famous Translation of'Aristophanes
is now published in the

Loeb Classical Library
In 3 volumes. Vol.1. The Acharnians. The Clouds. The Knights.
The Wasps. Vol.11. The Teace. The "Birds. The Frogs.
Vol. III. Lysistrata. Thesmophoriazusae. Ecdesiazusae. Plutus.

CP^^
^~^( (^ HE comedies of Aristophanes are, and must
V
'remain, one of the wonders of literature. As
with the poems of Homer and the Tragedies of
Aeschylus, before them we have nothing, know almost nothing and then come these masterpieces.
Many, no doubt, of the personal or political allusions that once gave them zest have for us become
shadowy or unreal, but there is everywhere such a
brillancy of imagination, such a liveliness of wit, such
a large and genial humanity that "Laughter holding
both his sides" makes mock at the intervening
centuries. And when the music of some choral ode
steals upon the senses, might not one wonder where
upon the modern stage there is to be found a like
enchantment? (][ But to praise Aristophanes is superfluous. Securus tudicat orbis terrarum—or, better
still, let him speak for himself; and that is what he
does here. Mr. Rogers, in his admirable version,
makes Aristophanes a living voice, and while his
own noble edition (with its full Introductions, Notes
and Appendices) will always be indispensable to
scholars, it is hoped that the text and translation
as here offered may commend them to a far wider
circle of readers-

I

The Loeb Classical Library now contains about 150 vol- T1

umes. Text and translation face each otherpage bypage. Each If
volume, 400-600 pjp.; cloth, $2.50; leather, $3.50 net. J J
W I L L I A M [Postage
HE
NEM
A Nten
N cents] L I M I T E D
onIsingle
volume
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A CERTAIN
CROSSROAD
by
Ejnilie Loring
Author of "The Trail of Conflict," "Here Comes the Sun!"
Adventure lurks at the crossroad. The romance of a man and girl
whose meeting at "A Certain Crossroad" leads them through danger
to a final triumph.
$2.00

Third Lau-ge Printing

HERE COMES THE SUN
by the same author
A fast m o v i n g s t o r y of love a n d clean politics in a N e w E n g l a n d
Town.
At all bookstores,
$2.00

The Penn Publishing Company, Philadelphia

-Do you want to be aSHORT-STORY WRITER?
If ao, you need a C»urae In the Crattsmanslilp of Short-Story Wrltlns under thd «<pert
and helpful direction of

JOHN
Under the title "Interieurs" (Paris: PlonNourrit), Albert Thibaudet, one of the
most eminent critics of present-day France,
has collected three studies of nineteenth
century writers. His essays on Baudelaire,
Fromentin, and Amiel are well worth the
reading.
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Blementary, Intermediate and Advanced Courses are ^ v e n every sprlnff and fall a t
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